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Dorm Fee:J crease
More rent hikes?
. Sound familiar? Heard this tune
before?' Well, get ready ... because
this has been the most popular tune
:for the past three years, and you
know what they say "Nothing
succeeds like success." But can you
afford to pay more than you're
paying now? Do you feel you are
getting what you pay for?
At the SAC Conference last
weekend, at Westfield State
College, we were advised by Mr.
Stewart of the Building Authority of
the recommended dorm rent
increases. The Commonwealth of
Massachusetts law stipulates that
the state college dorms must be selfsupporting and 'no money can be
appropriated to finance the dorms.
Also, similar rates must be charged
for similar projects. Wonder what
your rent goes towards? Basically, it
is broken down into the followirtg
categ~ries:
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li "Increase woul not affect me as it is

1. debt services: payment on

principle and interest
2. debt reserve: requird to be set
aside during the first 12 years of the
bond issue.
3. Authorized expenses:
Overhead: insurance, payment to
the Trustee Controller, Office
expense, and salaries.
4. Repair Exp~nses: 5% of the
total rent.
5. Maintenance reserve:
reimbursing the Commonwealth for
heat, power, and, utilities.
6. Operating and maintenance:
day to day running and supervising
costs, maintainance salaries.
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$590
Hope $420
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$630 . $730
$630 $730
$630 $730
$550 $650
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mamtenance costs are signIficantly
.ower in the apartments since
;naintainence is done by residents.)
Under the new recommendations,
rents at Bridgewater would be
raised to $800 per year with the
exception being the new
apartments, which, until a week
ago, were scheduled to rent for
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$800
$800
$800
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$1100
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by a scholarship."
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S Linda Gueli (1980) Wood Hall "If the

i§

cost of dorms goest up, Iwoul<;l not
come back. Wood dorm is so old
and run 40wn that I don't think
?!-! people can ~urvive there."
Brian Sullivan (1980) The Hilt 'If
•
rents increase I'll move off campus.
? 8 !i0~~ver, if the.dorm construction

? §§

m~~~m~~~~~~

"
• present cost would be justifiable;"
for the privilege" of living at Wood
Why Wood Hall merits a $150 \ Kathy Levesq.ue (1980) Wood "If the
increase is beyond this writer, as rent was raised any more t~an
well as the majority of the current $50:00 I wo~l~, have a tough time
residents of Wood, many having paymg my bill.
chosen. Wo09 strictly on its Bill Ceissaro (1980) Scott Hall "I'll
The breakdown of the rents is as
economic advantage, not its still live there."
follows: For an $800 dorm:
aesthetic qualities.
1. $280;,2. $40; 3. $40; 4. $40; 5. $130;
Robert Sihier (1981) Scott Hall
5. $270.
'
'.
"Generally, I feel that I would stay in
The
following
are
the
results
of
a
The breakdown. of rents for $1100 $950.
the form and put up with increase
::Iorm fee: 1. $735; .2. $40; 3_ $40; 4.
Wood residents will now pay as 'random cross sectional survey on unless it is an outrageous increase.'~
housing:
$55; 5.130; 6. $100* (Operating and , much as The Hill, Pope, and Scott
Question: If your rent is increased,
Charles D~lhgren (1980) Scott Hall
how will this affect you?
"With an increase of housing costs,
Ann Pace (1980) Wood Hall: "Even many students may have to find
if it goe:s up $150 a year, I'd still live another place to live. This is not the
on campus because commuting main idea of a State College, it
should be low cost housing and
would be too difficult."
Ann MacLean (1980) Wooel Hall schooling."
I
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Safety on Campus
. by Robert A. Cote
OnFriday,Februaryseventeenth
a meeting of SSC President Adrian
Rondileau and the S.G.A. Rights

L·1b rary F·ee Increase

President Rondileau also possibility of better lighting in the
announced the installations of following places;
railings on the steps located outside
1. Top of the overpass (railroad
.
'-_:'w,:~d,freed.omsCommitteewasheld_
the quadrangle and the steps b r i d g e ) . , : . "
The purpose of the meeting was to leading to the rear of the Student
2. foot of overpass towards
The Library Committee, a
discuss various aspects of safety Union Building. While moving along Great Hill residence halls.
and security on and around to the questions the committee
Elwell Avenue
committee made up of students,
campus.
wished to discuss, President
Among other items touched upon faculty and administrators, last
President Rondileau opened the RondilE~au stated that a vacancy on were the new crosswalks and the semester voted to increase the
meeting by assuring committee the campus police force would soon semi-annual repainting of the library fee from the present $10 per
members David Tassinari, be filled and anew shift from 8 p.m. existing crosswalks. Also speed year to $20 per year. This is only the
Cassandra Suman and Russell to 4 a.m. will soon be instituted.
limit· and warning signs will be first ste:p in the process of having the
LaPlume that safety is his number
On the question concerning the posted as soon as the weather fee increased. The motion"proceeds
one concern.
adequacy of lighting around permits.
to both the Faculty Council and the
Before the start of the discussion campus, President Rondileau
Fire safety was also briefly Student Government Association.
President Rondileau announced referred to a report stating that· mentioned and President Rondileau Both groups vote on the matter, and
that the final plans for the ,"The entire campus had been expressed optimism that the send their reccomendations to the
renovation of Boyden Hall should be reviewE~d during the hours of Commonwealth will assistthat the Preside:nt. The President can either
ready by the end of the academic darkness. TheParkAvenue areais Commonwealth will assist the Town forward it to the Board of Trustees
year with the actual work to begin in need of additional lighting. We of Bridgewater in purchasing a fire of the State CollegeSystem, or can
sometimenext year.
have been in contact with the truck with apparatus capable of cancel the 'matter when it reaches
He went on-to say that when the Edison Company offices and are reaching the fifth floor of the Great his desk.
renovations are complete, waiting for their recommendations Hill dormitories.
The matter of a fee incr~ase had
Boyden Hall will be "better than as to the best way to achieve
At present the town does not been discussed in the past, and this
new." The President pointed out adequate lighting. All other areason have the equipment needed to year the Committee felt it was time
while the building will comply with campus meet' or exceed the reach Shea and Durgin Halls.
to take action. The State of
At the close of the meeting Massachusetts and the federal
the latest regulations pertaining to lighting levels dictated by the Energy
accessability for handic~pped Conservation Program. We are iii President Rondileau once again government have cut back on the
persons, meaning ramps, elevators the pr6c~s of making chang~s· in 'assured the committee that the grants that were received in the past
. and the installation of new ;the lamp protecting globes in order security of the BSC community is for the purchase of books. Right
washroom facilities, Boyden Hall to minImiZe light defficiencies his primary concern and he pas a now it does not look as if these
will still retain the charm it had when caused periodically 'by vandalism.
reputation· of being a nut" on two agencies will be increasing these
first built.
"The college is looking into the 'things; safety and community:
grants to the school in the near

.

the decrease in the purchase of
books with the Acreditation of the
College.
A certain number of books are
necess/:1ry for this accreditation to
be guaranteed;and the lack of funds
could threaten this. This increase
as stat,::!d in the motion passed b~
the library Committee, is to be used
expressly for the purchase of books
and other educational materials
such as microfiche and microfilm.
Any student can request that the
library purchase a certain book or
books, and Dr. McGowan, Head
Librarian, has assured the
Committee that the students
requests are given highest priority.
The process of increasing the fee
is now at the stage where students
have the greatest afDount of input.
The Stu den t G 0 v ern men t
Associ,~tion will be holding, a
referendum regarding this increase
:n ApriL It is important that as many
studems vote as possible in the
referendum, so the SG.A can
express to President Rondileau the

Last Lecture Rev;~i~oUldV~ii~e~.

by Jean St. Andre
"practicing Christian, an
On Tues~ay,February" 21, Dr. occupational humanist, and an
Thomas Curley, Assoc. Prof. of admirer of Western Literature,"
English, gave his "Last Lecture" to a (especially Samuel Johnson, about
group of approximately 30 students whom he has written a book.)
at the Catholic· Center.
Dr. Curley views himself as an
This was the second speaker to optimis.t and disclosed 5 personal
be featured in the Last Lecture values that are important to him.
Series. (The previous lecturer was These are: self-discipline; courage;
Dr. Achille Joyal.)
the need for honesty and
Dr. Curley began his lecture by clearsiBhtedness in life; reverence
referring to life as "a mysterious for what is human; and the need to
experiment," and by proclaiming be humble.
one olf Buddha's statements: "I
Concerning his first value of Selfknow what I know what I know, but I I discipline, he described it at "not
do not know what I do not know glamorous, and very difficult in this
what I do not know", as ac~ePting it age." !He believes. that life is a
as his own.
paradox, that "true freedom comes
Curl,ey declared, "It is almost ' only from restraint." He cited the
impossible to deliver a last lecture example that one can't give onesself
because Ws always being written." in love to another without keeping
He proclaims himself to be a . something for yourself.
.. . - .
'

Concerning this same value of
self-discipline, he revealed a secular
viewpoint where he considers the
dissolution of marriage a terrible
catastrophe. Admitting that
'marriage is difficult, he described it
as "for adults only". Realizing that
marriage is difficult to make work,
he also declared that "when it
works" there is no happier
situation", and he hopes that the
institution of marriage flourishes.
C'ourage, his second value, was
described as the need to. overcome
fears and anxieties of the new and
unknown.
Claiming that "he enjoys .getting
'older", Dr. Curley explalned by
stating that as he ages, he develops
more courage; that he now has
more of a sense of what life is.

Incremental confidence was humble, round Dr. Curley saying
described as the means of achieving that "you must respect what you do
courage. "As you love, you'll find not know. Life is not an open and
you have achieved certain things shut case:" Death, "the ultimate
that you can never'lose", Dr. Curley mystery'~ according to Curley,
explained.
"Hard work, showed him that really must Jive
perseVlzrance, and effort n , he every clay of his life.
continued, "do not always payoff
Getting away from his secular
like the American Dream". and for
values, he listed love, grace, and
this you need courage.
God a~iother important values. His
StressIng the importance of final quotes before breaking .for
avoiding maxims of the market· refreshments were "Make your life a
place, Dr. Curley introduced his deliberate search for good." Finally,
third value, that of the need. for '~I'd hate to discover when Idie, that
honesty and clear-sightedness I have not lived."
about life. He warned "beware of the
books of excess that tell you that
Following the brief refreshment
pain, evil, and suffering don't exist period, Dr. Curley resumed rus
- for t hey do, and this is where the position and there was a discussion
about his ·lecture for.· about 20
need. for this value comes in."
His, ··last value, the. need to be minutes; to round off the·evening .
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Letters to the Editor
CSA
Explains

certain that your legitimate
concerns will be- satisfactorily
answered and perhaps your follow
up letter to the school newspapers
will allay any fears the students may
have due to your initial inquiry.

My Dear Senator Hall:
At our request, the student editor
of Boston State College forwarded a
copy of your letter to us dated
January 27, 1978, addressed to
- Secretary of Education, Paul Parks.
The question you raised
concerning the used book price of a
book sold at Fitchburg State
College is an interesting question.
· We an:: most happy to provide you
with the accurate information
concerning this matter.
The book in question was sold
under the terms of our contract with
the State Board of Trustees. The
current list price of this book is 16.95.
We purchase these books new at
· - new at current list price less 20%.
· We sell them new at the current list
· price. The used books are
purchased from either students or
book companies at current Jist price
less 50%. We, in turn, sell them used
for 25% off the current list price.
Therefore, this book you
questioned is sold as follows:
"Deane First Industrial Revolutionary Paper"
.' .A.) used book purchased from
either student or used book
company:
B.) used book sale price:
· C.) new book price:
.50% of current list price - 15.20

($6.95)
Current list price of $6.95 less 25% .$5.20
- $6.95
Therefore, this book you
· questioned was sold for $5.20 as
per the terms of our contract. A
historical note worthy of mention
is· that at one time this book had a
list price of $2.95. Therefore. the
· $tickerpric~N()\l..ll\entioneQ, .\$. not
our cost nor is it the current Jjst
price. We purchase at current list
price of $6.95 and not $2.95. In
addition, if the student wishes to
re-sen the book to us at the end
of the term, he sells it to us· for
50% ·of the current. 4ist price,. For,
this year that would be $3.50. In
effect, a net cost to the student of
$1. 70 for the semester use of this
. book. The only conditions on reo
purchase are:
.
I.f that a text book adoption form
-has been has been signed
indicating that the test is. to be
us.ed next year;
2:) that the text book be in such a
such a condition' that a subsequent
student will, in fact, be able to use
the book.

very truly yours,
John L. Battaglino, President
COLLEGE STORES ASSOCIATES, !NC.

Traffic and
Parking
Policies
To the editor of the "Comment"
In order to minimize the violations
being issued to members of our
college community including
visitors, salespeople and etc. I have
outlined some problem areas that all
owners of motor vehicles registered
on campus should be familiar with.
Since everyone who registers a
motor vehicle on campus was
issued a copy of the T rafflc Control
Handbook 1977-78 many are not
reading it. I am requesting that the
portions outlined be published in the
"'Comment" for general information.
-rrafficand Parking Policies: .

L If this system or a parking
assignment creates an unusual
hardship for any holder of a college
decal, a written request should be
made to the Traffic Control
Committee. For example, a faculty
member who is suervising on a
given day and who sees a
possibility of a conflict with his or
her teaching schedule upon arrival
on campus, should make a written
request to the Traffic Control
Committee to give consideration
to his/her special circumstances.
2. For your convenience the
legal student parking areas are
painted yellow and the legal faculty
and staff parking areas are painted
white. Please check carefully as
some lots have areas assigned to
both students and staff.
3. All motor vehicles used for
transportation to and from the
campus must be registered with the
Bridgewater State College Campus
Police. Registration for the first day
of scheduled classes; for the second
semester and the summer session
by the first day of scheduled classes
if not previously registered.
4. Decals are to be placed on
the REAR SlDE WINDOW OF THE
DRIVER'S SIDE OF THE CAR!
5. Any member of tpe college
community using a car other. than
their own for emergency reasons
must obtain a temporary permit
from the Campus Security Office.
Notes left on vehicles are not
acceptable. Permits issued by the
Campus Security Office are valid
only for the time period indicated. A
careful record is kept of.all
temporary parking permits issued.
6. If a student with an "A" decal
on his/her vehicle is planning to stay
on campus overnight, the Campus
Security Office must be. notified.
This is for their use for emergency
reasons only.

A copy of a letter from Cambridge
- University· Press is enclosed
showing a historical price sequence
of the list price of this book. We feel
that it is important to emphasize the
. ·current list price. The current list
· pr!ce is the. basis for our purchase
cost for either new or old books; for
o'ur purchase of old books from.
· students; and for our selling price of .
'new or used books. Therefore, it is
, possible fora student to re-sell a.
, used book for more than he paid for
it used, if, the current list price has
advanced to a significantly higher
price since he purchased it.
We have enclosed a copy of the
invoices showing:
7. The· first three rows in the
a.) our costs for this book new;
Gymnasium Parking Lot have been
p.) our costs for this book used.
reserved throughout the day for
'Faculty, Staff and Handicapped
You should contact the Board of persons.
Trustees directly for copies of any
8. Red Series "H~' -Shea Hall and
or- all of our contracts dealing with DUrgin Hall students living at Great
the book stores.
Hill must park their cars in resident
We appreciate your interest in our student designated areas of the
. operation and while we realize yqur Great Hill parking lots. They. also
primary interest is - preventing may park in the Gymnasium
hardship to the students, we want to parking lot between 7:00P.M. and
· take this opportunity to invite you to 7:00 A.M. (except in the lower'
our h!aadquarters at no.37River campus residence hall areas).
Street, Waltham, Massachusetts.
9. Because of the' duties. and'
Please call for a time compatible responsibilities of the faculty and
with your schedule. We will be most staff who use these lots, the
happy to show and discuss our following parking areas are reserved
entire operation and give you a at all times: Student Union Parking
better background on the college Lots, both front and back, and 'the
bookstore operation. We feel lots adjacent "to Pope Hall..
,

Tillinghast Hall and the Art and
General Classroom Building.
11. A Visitor Parking Permit for
day and overnight parking and a
map of the college may be obtained
for guests providing that the
Campus Security Office or the
Office of Student Life is notified at
least three days in advance. If the
guest should arrive without prior
notification it is the responsibility of
the host/hostess to register the
guestimmediately with the Campus
Security Office. This could prevent
the embarrassing situation of a
visitor receiving a ticket which must
be paid.
.

12. Parking is allowed in
painted stalls only. Fire lane access,
loading areas and other high hazard
areas acess must be maintained.
13. Constant· ViolatorsVehicles registered in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
that have received 5 or more traffic
citations during an academic year
will be considered constant
violators and shall have their vehicle
automatically towed on each
subsequent violation of the parking
policy thereafter. However, as long
as the vehicle is parked legally the
vehicle will not be towed.
14. There is presently and
throughout the months an
overnight parking ban on all Town
of Bridgewater streets which will
remain in effect until April of 1978.
The remaining policies pertain to
vehicles bearing red series "D"
decals only (special permission)
Shea/Durgin Han residents.

1~ There are to be no cars
parked in unauthorized areas Le.
along the banked area right off the
road and behind the residence hall.
2. Once the parking areas in
front of the dormitory and in the dirt
lot adjacent to the dormitory have
been filled then all others must be
moved to the overflow lower Great
Hill parking lot.
3. Cars parked in the Great Hill
lower lot must park in stalls with a
painted "R" designating resident
spot.
4. Absolutely no parking will be .
allowed on the perimeters of the
Great Hil110wer lot. This area must
be left clear in o;der that the snow
removal equipment can clear snow
from this lot.
Thank-you for your interest.

,",";" ," '. ,.,': '0

persons are invited to join
the Folk Group at the Catholic'
Center. If interested, their next
meeting is on Thursday night at
the
Center.
All are welcome!
=r....oo-.......
........,.,......o""...-...-c;
.
~
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The Family and Friends of the Late
LouIse Lyford
Wish To Express Their Thanks to All Those Who
Expressed Support and Comfort During Their
Recent Period of Bereavement
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Cana l: Part 3

an al
and right of use. Each general area is
further subdivided into specific
guidelines to follow, and as one
might have guessed, all three areas
come under some type of attack by
opponents to the treaty.

Co mm un ity

on e

Se rvi ce s Pr og ram

date, and (3) the termination of the
Panama Canal Compa ny and
Goverm ent. This second area has
drawn a bit of flak from the ranks of
the oppose d .

, Up until now we have been talking
in terms of a canal and a canal zone.
But before we press on, it is best to
.define our terms to allow -for better
perspective.
The canal zone is a strip of land
The third section , jurisdiction and
10 miles in width (5 miles on eithe; . The first treaty revision proposal rights, deals with (1) U.S. relation
s
side of the canal), that extends dealing with protection and defense with employees, (2) the fixing or
across the Ithsmus of Panama from is the most hotly debated of the modifying of tools, and (3)
the
the Atlantic to the Pacific. Its 647 three. This area recognizes a transit of ships thru the
.Iocks
square miles, of which 347 are land
termin ation date and the includi ng violati ons of
navy
are under the jurisdiction of the U.S: Panamanian responsibility to the regulations. The remaining
part of
by treaty with the Republic of protection of the canal. Further that section covers test, training
,
Panama . U.S. laws preside over the recognized in this area is the turning and communications of the U.S.
in
zone's 38,400 U.S. citizens and over of all "non-e ssenti al" .the Zone area. Also, the renderin
g
5,500 Panam anian residen ts. instaIl1ations to Panama and that in ··of hospit31 care, water, and
Military and civilian personnel make case of a crises, there will be a joint establi shmen t of the Federa
l
I up
some 28,500 persons while 'defense of the canal to ensure its Aviation Administration is dealt with
10,000 are employees of the Panama neutrality and accessibility. This This section is so boring, that it
Canal Co., and the Govern ment of section also stipulates that the U.S. draws negligible fire.
The Canal Zone, the two may maintain land, air and naval·
administrative agencies charged forces in specific locations. Finally
Despite all the controv ersy over
with .~.hearlaa's operation.
noted in this section are a 5 year sovereignty, title, etc., there is only
-The canal, ·with its most notable Joint Armed Forces Review Board one central issue that should be
feature of six double locks, simply and a no nuclear armame nt address ed; "Is the relinquishment of
acts as a stairstep·which raise and installation clause.
the Panama Canal in the best
lower ships over the Continental
interests of the United States? " As
Divide. the principle of filling 01
The second area, dealing with the issue fans the flames'of debate,
emptying the lock chambe rs is that increased Panamanian participa- once again we must define our,
of letting water run downhill in either tion, provide s' for the. gradual terms .. By relinquishmept, ,it is.
direction. Madden Lake, which has reduction of American operations meant .that. gradual .redllction .' of
a dam, lies 312 feet above sea level and management and, conversely active :jnvolvement in that area' as
and the rain water stored there the gradual increase of Panamanian outlined by the current treaty
serves to fill the locks while culverts responsibility. The Panamanian
revision proposals. The term
running to sea level are used to drain National Guard will eventurally' Panama Canal is meant to be Canal
them. The lock chambe rs are 1000 replace the American police and
and Zone. Interest is defined a
miIitar~1 personn el currently used
feet long, 110 feet wide and 70 feet
political, economic, foreign and
deep, and fifty·se ven 55·ton . for security. Further outlined is (I)
domestic assets that may be
locomotives or "mules" run on the right of the U.S. to use the
accrued as a consequ ence to this
trackag e beside the canal moving canal,(~~) the specified termination
acti9 n .
the. vessels through the locks and
their approa ches. Each lock
chambe r, also, hold 8.8 million cubic
feet of water and about 52 million
gallons (enough for a smail city) are
expend ed inane canal transit.
The area directly surrounding the
canal is extremely dense jungle
where U.S. Army and Marines train
their personnal for jungle and
tropical survival.
Now that we have described the
area, let's describe the treaty
proposal. The treaty revision
proposals cover three· general
areas; (1) protection and defense;
(2) increa sed Panam anian
participation, and (3) jurisdiction

I

I

.

by Barbara Gerraug hty
The Comm unity Servic es
Progra m of the Comtin uing
Education Program will be offering a
variety of non-credit courses to the
B . S . C . stud e n t s an d the
surrounding community in the
spring. The courses, such as freelance writing,' sailing, yoga and
astrology, are scheduled for two
sessions. The first session starts
May 29th and meets 3 nights a week
until June 30th; the second extends
from July 10th· August 10th. The
broch ure contai ning more
information will be coming' out in
late April.

because they like what they see."
Mr. Dennis Bicknell is an
assistant to Dr. Fanning and Miss
Carolin e Chicca refle is the
coordinator of the program. Miss
Chiccamlli has been with the
program for 3 years and really
enjoys her work, "continuing
education is my favorite subject,"
she says with a smile that conveys
her enthusian. She views the C.S.
program as another alternative
vehicle in the Continuing Education
Progra m. The conce pt of
Continuing Education is derived as
a 'school ' in itself for the
'nontraditional' student.
Classes may be held ina classroom,
but the atmosphere is geared for
interest rather than academis.
Student s in this program are
'painting for the fun of it' or figuring
their. incorn€!·t(lxes or exercising or
crafting . they are interested in
group activities/projects that will
probe their minds with out the
preSSUrE! of competition or grading.

TU NE IN TO
WBIM
9'1.5: FM

They 'want to leam;fo r their own
individ ual ne!eds . for selfimprovement..." This point on the
need and interest' of the C.S.
student to better himself/herself by
adding to his/her knowledge of
various subjects appears to be basis
of the program, for as Miss
Chiccar elli summa rizes, "The
students are out there, as proven by
our increasing enrollments, so the
need is there and I'd like to think
that the needs of the students can
dictate the thrust and direction of
the Continuing Education Program.

'YOJ4T college~radio sta tion '

I

..

Staff Assistan t Dwight Cooke and Caroline Chicarelli, coordin ator
of the
program .

Pre -Va cat ion -St . Pa tric k's Da y Pa rty !

JOIN
US !
Spotlight on International Student s
by Regine.Zwerger
This is Kato, Wasswa and Ann
. Kajubi from Uganda...

on Sunday, March 5, from 8:30-11:30 p.m.

at the Catholic Center
featuring:

Ireland's Jolly Ti nk er s
(American-Irish Fo lk Music)
Adm .: 75ft .. Food.and $pirit$p.rovided

Kato,W asswa and Ann only
represEmt a small part of the Kajubi
family at BSC. One older sister goes
,to grclduate school .in Boston,
another one is studying in London,
and one of their brothers attends
Salem State College. The rest of the
family, including their father', ~n
University official in Karupala, two
sisters and the 6 year old "baby", are
living in Uganda, Besides the twin
brother s Kato and Wasswa, there
are two other twin pairs in the
Kajubi family.
K~to, Wasswa, and Ann speak
!EnglIsh fluently, and are able to
~~:>I!1mllnicate in three of the very
.clIfflCUit Sciabeli dialects of their
country. None of them chose a·
major at the College, and Wasswa
would like to transfer to a school
'where he can major in Accounting
becaus ;. he says, "With m~
Master 5 degree, I want to go back
to ~arupt11~s and start my own
busmess. Kato is undecided· about

his future - except his intention to
return to Uganda after. his
graduation is definite), and Ann
wants to transfer to another college
and major in Marketing before she
goes back home.
But all three enjoy the college life
and if they are not visiting their sister
during the weekend, they can be
found in the gamero omor Riv, or
Rathskellar. They had no difficulties
in adjusting to the American
lifestyle, because as Kato says: "We
got a free education at home."
Differences to their culture as far as
food, climate and freedom are
concerned, they consider this to be
a "good experience" rather than an
excuse for feeling homesi ck.
However, Kato and Wasswas would
prefer rearing up an Uganda high
school girl than an "old and ugly
University woman".

i

"

But despite an economic chaos in
their country, all three Wajubi's will
return there after their graduation
and are sure to find a good job
becaus e Americ an Colleg e
education is considered to be an
a~vantage in Uganda.
.J
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A no un ce en ts
ORIEN TATIO N LEADE RS
Student s interest ed in being Orientation Leaders , please pick up
an
application form in the Office of Student Life to be returned by April
7,
1978. Dates for Orientation are June 7, 1978 throug~ June 16, 1978.
OASIS
Above Average Age Student s. Our club "Oasis" (Older Than Average
Student s Improving Selves) will be meeting every Tuesday in SU
1
between 11 and 12. Everyone is welcome. Bring your coffee and join us.
SPRIN G INTER VIEWS
Sign up now for early spring interviews! AprilS- Health Consult ants,
Inc. 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. April 12-Bur roughs Wellcome, 9 a.m. -3 p.m. April
18-K Mart Apparel Corp., Ladies and Girls Div., 9 a.m. -3 p.m. For
more information; see Dean Martha Jones in the Office of Student Life,
Boyden Hall.
OFFIC E OF CIVIL RIGHT S
Represe ntatives from the Office of Civil Rights will be visiting
Bridgewater State College from March 6, 1978 to March 9, 1978. The
purpose of this visit is to conduct a review of the College's efforts
in
compling with Title VI, Title IX of the Civil Rights Act;Executive order
11246 and Section 504 ofthe Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended. Mr.
.
They have also tentatively established two drop-in periods for anyone
who wishes to meet with them without appointments. These open
periods are on Tuesday, March 7,1978 from 1:00 P.M. to 2:30 P.M. and
Wedme sday, March 8, 1978 from 10:30 A.M. to 12:00 noon. The visiting
team will be based in the Plymou th County Confer ence
Room(C onferen ce Room 4), located on the main floor of the Student
Union Building opposite the Director's Office.

Th e Clinic: For Sp ec ial Ne ed s
by Douglas Mildran
On Saturda y, Feb. 18, Anna
Margar et Ray, public school nurse
from \,vellesley, spoke on the topic
dealing with the public school nurse
and her relation to the special needs
child. Margar et Ray, posesso r of an
educat)on degree from B.U., is very
enthus iastic about the new
program s being implem ented for
the exceptio nal child. She cited a
specific exampl e in Wellesley that
gave children the option to elect on
adapted physical educati on class if
they desired special help. There was
a great respons e to this class and it
was a success (her son, who has a
form of cerebra l palsy, was one of
the beneficiaries). Unfortu nately,
cutback s forced termina tion of this
after 3

Mrs Ray sees cooper ation
between the P.E. teacher and
school nurse as being essentia l to a
healthy schoo! enviro nment.
Nurses often complain that physical
educato rs don't tell them about
specific problem s (ex. chronic
absenc es) their studen ts are
experie:ncing. Interact ion betwee n
the nurse and the teacher , Mrs. Ray
feels, will help wipe out many long
term P.E. class excuses . Nurses see
all notes regarding P.E. class
excuses , and are experts in the area
in determi ning real illness from
fraudule nt ones.
Like many of the previou s
speaker s, Mrs. Ray was pleased to
see such a large number of BSC
student s turning . toward adoptee

N

····---·sEiVioRS·-·---·-..·--··-·· ..··--·--· .. ··--····-·-·-...... -.---.....--.. -.-.-.---.-.... -... -.-........ --

There will be a PARTY to celebrate the 85 days 'til graduat ion on Friday
March 3 from 8-12 P.M. in the S.U. Ballroom. Our D.J. for the evening
will be Bridgewaters own "Sid the Kid" from WCAVU ALL
underc lassme n are invited to attend!! All tickets will be sold at
the door-p rice is $1.251 If you have a red ticket for a previou
s
countq own party, bring it and you will redeve a dollar refund
Everyo neMUS T present a valid B.S.C. I.D. in order to attend. THERE
WILL B~ A FULL UQUO R liCENS E. This party is guarant eed to be
one that IS long remembered. So don't forget Friday nite March 3-Dance
Dance, Dance with the Class of 78B See you there!
'

------··sf.1VioRS·-··-·.-.·-·- .. ---.·--··--·-.-·-··--·-.-.. ,-.. -...........-.. --.-----.---.- ..-.---.. --.--.-.... LAST CHANCE to order caps and gowns for graduation! Caps and
gowns can be or~ered any time at the S.U. Info Booth. Special ordering
days March 1-3 across from the bookstore. The deadline for money to
be
in is MARC H 9-NO ORDER S WILL BE TAKEN AFTER THIS
CUT-·OFF DA TE!!Remember this is your last chance! Caps an gowns
canbe picked upinthe beginni ns of May·an exact date.has not yet b~en
deterni:ined~'Any question s ask c1assofficers\
.

GERM AN CLUB
The G€lrman Club will show a German film "The Good Soldier Schweik
"
A German comedy about a misfit soldier during WWILMarch 29 in the
Librar1-' Lecture Hall at 7:30 P.M.
,.:('S'!i:::"..:,-,

r::;
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-.
WHAT 'S NEXT?
: ..
A Sla\JeAllGtion! Wednesday, March 29 from 7-10 in the S.U.
Auditorium. Brought to you by the Class of '79. All"bodies" willing to
be
auctioned off, please sign up across from the bookstore. Buy a slave and
have a servant for the next day,March 30, ALL DAY LONG!

SPANI SH CLUB

-··-··--iiBRARY·SClENCii"i>Ei>ARYMENY--·--···-·---······-···--..---......--... -.

AU undergr aduate Library Science Minors who will be graduating this

Mayor August (1978) and will have completed their minor in Library
Science (18 hours Library Science plus practicum) please. give Mr.
Neubau er your list of Library Science courses and dates completed
as
soon as possible.
-·---·-~CAREER-·OProRivNiTiES······-···-

··

..·--··--··--··--..----.--.---.-.-.....-..-...

College .seniors are invited to the annual Career Opportu nities
Worksh op at Katharine Gibbs School in Boston. The date: Saturda
y
morning, March 11, starting at 9 a:m. The address : 21 Marlborough
Street, Boston. Mr. Ken Keeher, director of personnel at Northea stern
University, will discuss '''How to Succee d in Job INterviews" and
conduct mock interview sessions stressing the "Do's and Don't;"
to '
rememb er" He also will prescribe rules for effective resume writing.
Successful businesswomen representing the fields of advertising, law,
pl;lbIishing, insurance, personnel, government, and banking and finance
WIll talk about their jobs and give pointers on breaking into their fields. .
The half-hour; group sessions will include a question and answer period.
Pre'registration is requeste d. For information, telephone Miss Sullivan
at
(617) 262·2250 or register by mail, sending nam'e, address , and name
of
college to Career Opportunities Workshop, Katharine Gibbs School, 21
Marlbor ough Street, boston, Mas 02116.

----·-·-GIFTSi-----..

~~·---··--·-·-·--···--··--·-·---··- -'.-

Freshm an and
men! .
The Brothe rhood of Alpha Epsilon encour ages and invites you
to share with us your pledgin g experie nce. Please contac t Gary
Fiset at the Alpha House no later than
March 6,

SOCIO LOGY -SOCI AL WORK CLUB

The Sociology·Social Work Club faces possible extinction due to the
fact
that th£~ officers ansi active club membe rs are graduating. Any Sociolo
gy
. Social Work Majors in,terested in· the club' and its future potentia
f,"
please come .the. Genera l Club Meeting, Thrusda y, March 9, 11·11
:30.
Elections for next year's officers will be held. The Club needs your
support , please help. Club meeting in cluDctl bides, 3rd floor, S.U.Se
e
ybu there.

to

--·-··--ATTENTiON-iiiSYORy·MAJORSi····-·--··-·_-·---···..--...-..-...-..-..-..-.
There will be a Studen t-Faculty Social sponsor ed by the History Club
on
Tuesday , March 7, in the Rat from 4·6 p.m_

HELP!!

The Spanish Club has asked Mrs. Janice Dorsey from the Career
Exploration Center to speak about careers in Spanish language. Those
interest ed to find out about their future alternatives, even if you have
only had basic Spanish, should meet on· Wednesday, March 8 in the
Student Union Semina r Room at 2:00 p.m. Everyone is welcom~. Who
knows, it may change your whole life!

.....-... -....-.-.-.--.-...-.-------.-----.. -...------

. Gifts? Pretty neat to get, I'd say. There's a gift waiting just for you if
you
want to· receive it. "If you knew the gift of God ... you would have asked
HIm, and He (Jesus) would have given you living water:' Jesus . "If you
are thirsty for something more to life, you .can drink living water and
never thirst again." This is a gift of God. To know more about God's gifts
to you, all membe rs of the BSCco mmuni tyare invited to The Open
Door. The Open Door is a relaxed group where you can find out more
about the gifts Christ has for you. This group is sponsor ed by the
Carpen ter's Shop, an Inter·Denominational Christian Fellowship on
campus. The next meeting is Wednesday, March 29th at 7:30 p.m. in the
Green Room of the Student Union.

physical educatio n. She has seen a
large amount of handica pped
children who posess a fine mind and
the desire to learn. If these newly
trained adapted specialists can be
implem ented into small class
settings then, "many psychological
and physical problem s would be
taken care of," says Mrs. Ray.
Eugene Thayer . Directo r of the
Planning Project, Massac husetts
Departm ent of Educati on, Boston,
Ma., visited the clinicians last
Saturda y (Feb. 25). Mr. Thayer 's
topic, "A Review of the History ,
Structu re, Goals and Objecti ves of
the Massac husetts Collabo rative
System for Special Educati on
Service s," was very informative_
. A collaborative system is basically
the joining togethe r of school
districts or towns to provide
educati onal services that might be
impossible (financially) for a single
town or district to offer. There are
over 75 educati onal"collabo ratives
in Massac husetts and each is
different from the other. These
"collabo ratives " are versatile and
'are used for many purpose s.
Specif ically , the Mass_
Collaborative System for Special
Educati on Service s is of interest to
the clinicians because there are
good job opportu nities available in
this area. Althoug h collabo ratives
don't have the power to grant
tenure, they enable the teacher to
implem ent program s he normally
wouldn 't be able to in a public school
setting becaus e of declini ng
enrollment.
There are basically two types of
services collabo ratives provide,
admin istrativ e and studen t
program ming. Hiring service s,
purch asing of resou rces,
transpo rtation routes (vital in many
districts}, finding researc h, and in
service training for teacher s, .are
some that fall under the
administrative heading.
Studen t program ming services ,
primarily concern ed with vocatio nal
ed. and special ed., are generally
divided info two groups, multipurpose collaboraives; and single
purpose collaboratives. The multipurpose collaborative· has many
functions and offers a well rounded
program for the student . On the
,:>ther hand, single purpos e
,:ollaboratives are el.esigned for a '"'-..
specific purpos e (examp le-low
inciden ce student s).
Mr. Thayer feels that the weakes t
area for providing services for
,special needs children is at the
seconda ry level. Collaboratives, he
hopes, will be designe d in many
areas to deal with special needs
children at this particul ar stage.

Student s and Faculty and Staff: The Friends of the Bridgew ater Public
Library' are having a Book Fair on March 30, 31, and April 1 at the Public
Library. We need books, records , puzzles, paperba cks and magazin
es.
Give us your discards . There are collection boxes in the dorms, Boyden
t
Hall and the Studen t Union. Monies raised are used for lectures , guest
speaker s, program s and special equipm ent for the Bridgew ater Public
Library. All program s are open to the public. Thanks for your help.

·--··-·-i6iOiiiNG-jOBS--AVAlLABLi·....----·····--·--·----··-..--.--.......-----.. -.

AlI student s interest ed· in tutoring ' high school and middle school
student s in the Bridgew ater area please contact Ms. Dorie AuCoin in
the
Financial Aid Office. Qualifications for job include a letter
of
recomm endatio n from a profess or in your tutoring area stating that
you
qualified, and membe rship in the Teache r Prep program . Further
information is. available upon application.

Che mis try Dep t.
Com men ded

The Commi ttee on ChemIc al
Educa
tion of the Ameri can
---·----i~=sffiRTS···--------·---·-----·--·---·-·-··--- -.-.-.--Chemic al Society has informed the
1<1 got my B.S. at Bridgew ater". Get yours now! White- $2.75; Color- Chemis try Departm ent that the
Bridgew ater State College Studen t
$3.50. In front of booksto re: Februar y 27 - March 3; March 6 . March
10. Affiliate
Chapte r (locally recogni zed
9:00-3:00. Sponso red by the Chemis try Club.
as the Chemis try Club ) was
selecte d as a comme ndable
Chapte r (out of a total of 680
On Wednes day, March 8 at 7:30 p.m., The Carpen ter's Shop will
be . chapter
s) for the 1976-77 academ ic
sponsor ing a free movie~ "The Occult" , featuring Hal Lindsey, author
of
year.
"The Late Great Planet Earth." It takes us through the world ofoccu!
ts.
The Chemis try Club has invited
and takes a loot at the coontin uous struggle of Satan to overthr ow
our
researc hers to present semina rs on
Eternal God;. The gospel of our Lord offers us strength and hope
as advanc
es in chemist ry and the
oppose d to the destruc tion and despair that is offered by Satan and
the
health science s, as Researc h Center
various occults. Come and find out what Jesus can offer you. The movie
in Roches ter, N.Y. and New
will be shown in a classroo m in the college library. Please watch
the
Orleans , La. for a national meeting
bulletin boards for posters for the exact location.
-.. ----- ..',. .......... ----- .-.--_ ... _-----_ ......... -.................... -.......... -............................... -............................ -......
of thE~ ACS.To urs to various
-.... _....... -- ............................... .
compa nies such as Texas
WHAL ES
I am gratified at the respons e to the whale watching trips schedul ed
for Instrum ents and Lincoln Labs have
the 11th and 24th of May. I am pleased that there is so much interest
in been made. The club also holds
whales" I arrange d for the video·ta ping of the National Geogra
phic frequen t .social gatherin gs at the
special on the Great Whales . This will be available for viewing next week Rathske llar here on campus .
on dial access.· Also notices regardin g the whale trips and items
Current ly the Chemis try Club
of
interest will be posted outside Room 114. These vacanci es will be filled
on has about 35 membe rs. Its titled
a first come, first serve basis. If you can't make the trip let me know membe rs are Sal Triolo, Preside nt;
immediately so that I can fill the vacancy with someon e else who would' ~Katherine A. Lander s, Vice·
like to BO. I will keep a waiting list for anyone who would like to go.
I will Preside nt; Kathle en Carriga n,
have a list, so please let me know immediatelyjf you can't go so that!
can Treasur er; and Nancy Inman,
fill the \) acancy with someon e else who would like to go. Leave your name
Secreta ry. The club advisor is Dr.
with the departm ental secreta ry (Room 226-Sc ience Building) and
a Vahe Marga nian and the
phone number or campus extensionwhete*ytJ'U'.t~rt:b'e':~eathed.
Departm ent •. G:hairman ,.. is Dr.
Wilsmcm Chipma n.

.. -..---.--.----..--.----.-..-------...--.. -
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ODE TO THE MARLBORO MAN·Your the
man with the van The sexiest in the land. Girls
swoon at your feet Guys wish they had !,'our
body heat. We admire you from afar. Can't we
meet in a bar? Could you handle us three?
How about just me? Michael wouldn't
condone Such actions unknown. So we leave
you to the other women of BSe. And hope you
nev.:r forget us three. ·The
Women·

Classi/ieds
for sale

pers onal

Save $1.00 with this ad. 10·4 CB necklace wit!·
double c:,ain. Wear long or short. Outer 24'
inner 18". Two styles: Romantic heart·lowers
bar. Please specify which. $9.95 tax included.
$8.95 with this ad. Send money· order to: M.J.
Caron, 3:27 Tremont St., Taunton, Ma. 02780.
(Allow 3·4 weeks for delivery).
Skis - K2·2 (180'5); Bindings - Tyrolia;
Nortalia Boots - Size 7; Poles - K2; Ski rack
- for back of car; Boot holder. All in perfect
condition only used 3 times. Call 828·0688 .
Shirley. Sold together or separate.
reel to reel four track tape player/rec order.
Two speakers and micropho nes included.
Also has cound·on- ound and sound·with·
sound. Asking $200. Contact Dam in 225
Durgin Hall after 8 p.m.

Hey Alice, no honestly, carrots and pickles
with Pepsi at twelve at night? That's my friend!
Can't wait till spring, of course ... Get a JOB!!
Love and mush Hey Burford!

Mary, I'm walking in a drunken stupor on an all
male floor. Please come find me Mary! Love
Bobo

Happy Birthday Lauren. How does it feel to be
nineteen? Do you think you'll get the ring by
the time your twenty? Don't forget to come
over and get your present. Paula

Jim, Here's the personal you asked for. Is our
date. still on for Thursday night? Really we've
got to stop meeting like this, Paul's beginning
to get jealous! Well bye·for·now! Guess Who?!

God, Guns, and Guts made America free.
Let's fight to keep all three. A Patriot

Happy Birthday Karen!!!! You'll be the hit of
Cape Cod now that you're finally at that prime
age! We hope you have fun this summer in
your red manison. Love, Linda, Dottie and Sue

Chip Barone: A Favor, please? When you
deliver the daily papers, instead of
SLAMMING them on the floor, and then
LOUDL Y swishing them under the door, do
you think you could find a quieter way of doing
this? Some people sleep later than 7:30a.m. we
can hearllou coming all the way down the hall· .
. have some considera tion, will you?

Luscious L·To someone who always knpws
how to have a good time. We all wish you a
happy ninteenth Birthday_ Uncle Sam wants
you. Signed·B.B. and Co.

M.O.C.C.T.B.·WilI you? Some day, Says you.
don't tell., regular!, i like strawberr ies., who
was hanging?, Wendy's back!, obvious much?,
donna w.t.h.a.y.?, who was uncomfor table?,
the epidemic is finally ending" aU is quiet on the
home frau nt, trouble in paridise, way to go!,
1974 Honda XL Motorspo rt. M-ust sell. Neverl Good
job pushy. Uncle Sid?, paraldsys set in.
had any problems; single cylinder, many' that's
all for now, bye, bye. Love, the over the
extras. $600 or best offer. For sale by John hill gang.
Knoble. Call anytime after 2:00. Room 403,
Durgin.
Bob·Than ks for all the help in digging out the
cars after the storm. It was appreciate d. Patty
and Mary

Must sell $tere0=4~kers, tape deck, tum
table. Excellent condition: only $140.00. Please
contact Bill Abraham at Downey School,
between 3:00·4:00 M·F,

Little Brother, Thanks for only making one
cheap shot, it was different, but nice! Can you
see clearly now? What's the right chord? Hey,
maybe we can learn a Frank Sinatra song, that
would be quaint! Thanks for the talk, who says
little brothers are pains, I think they're kinda
nice to have around, thanks for being around!!
Big Sister
To Cheryl: Our "dear left a bad taste in our
:nouths; kinda sad that leaves and
rocks are seIling for grass these days. I hope
you intend to remembe r this episode because
we won't let you forget it. Just don't let your
buns be seen around Hampton this summer of
else. B.F.'s always ... The Very Happy Hippies

want ed

Denise, Best wishes on your 20th birthday!
May this year bring much joy, love, and
Experienc ed typist looking for work. Quick happiness. Love always,
Mary &. Allyson
service. Will pick up and deliver. Call Marge at
238·7492
To all of you who made my 21st so SPeCIal ...
Thank you. thank you, thank you, Love,
College Seniors. After 20 years of preparing td Nancy
enter the job market, most of you are ready to
earn and spend money. We offer flexible' Karen, To the girl with the most beautiful
opportuni ty to earn money because we know smile, who has brought me so much
'
that a person with a Bachelors Degree haS the happiness. I thank you and wish you a very
confidenc e and ability to make their education Happy Valentines Day. Love from,
lowo
paying. Before you accept a position offering
under $14,500, please talk to Paul Beane at
947-7188.

Joe K. nI, Sorry about everything! Lets show
my father he is wrong. We'll have fun at the
wedding! Okay, you can wear a sweater if you
want!!! Love you, Martha
Spanky: What are the drugstore s teaching you
lately? Is there anything we should know? Ha
Ha, the 11:00 lunch gang. P .S. Freshmen are
just as good as Sophomo res

Progr am Comm ittee:

Wo od en to Sp eak on
Yo uth and Pri son

hous ing
Wanted: female student to share a two·
bedroom apartmen t in Kingswood with two
other female students. Will have own
bedroom. Call 697-2195.

lost &. foun d
$25 offered for the return of an old German
embroide ry book :. dimensions approx. 2" by
4". Of g:~eat personal value. Please contact
Susan Rose· Biology Dept. Ext. 315.

ride/ rider s
Drivers needed. If you are driving to the
South FI')rida area (Miami or Ft.
Lauderdille), and would like someone to
share driving and expenses please contact:
Bob SilvE~r - Bill Cassano at 123 Scott Hall,
ext. 356, 357. ORJim Kane at 424 Durgin
Hall. * If possible, March 10.

rnisc ellan eous
Summer jobs guarantee d. or money back.
Nation's largest directory, minimum fifty
employer s, per state. Includes master
application. Only $3.00. Some choice, Box
645, State College, Pa., 16801.

Kenneth Woode n speaks on
Children's Justice on March 2 at
7:30 as part 4 of the Human
Awareness Series. Wooden is an
investigative author of "Weeping in'
the Playtime of Others". Recently,
he has worked as a writer-advisor
for political campaigns and public
and commeraciaJ TV including
CBS's "Sixty-Minutes" and ABC
News' "Close-Up." His investigative
work has led to
nationa l
investigations and hearings by both
houses of the United States
Congr ess, the US Justice
Department and the New Jersey
Crime Commission,
He is currently lecturing on
Juvenile Justice throughout the
country and has visited jails in 28
states and conduc ted massive
investigative researc h on conditions
and trE~atment of children.
His book, "Weeping in the
Playtime of Others"·cites several
cases where closure of facilities has
been fought because of massive
unemp loymen t nnd econom ic
hardship_ "We need tough, tough,
licensing laws to protect those kids

that are in i,nstitu tions,". he
confessed. "Some kids cannot take
the insanity of being loked up.
Woode n is an advocate of
America's incarce rated children
and the Program Commi ttee hopes
yo!-' _will enjoy this lecture.
March 2 at 7:30 in the SU
BaUroom FREE Sponse red by SU
Program Committee.

SGA:

.Co nt ro ve rsi es
Co nt in ue
The SGA held its busiest meeting
of the semeste r last Tuesday night.
Because of the extreme length of'
this meeting, only the highlights will
b~ presented here.
The Executive report began with
a pointed and sometimes emotional
speech by President Joe Lamothe
concerning the unscheduled SGA
meeting held last week. (That
meeting has since been declared
void.) In prepared remarks before
the Senate, Lamothe emphasized
the complete lack of communication between the executive and
the senate in holding last weeks
meeting. He charged that had he
been informed that a majority of the
Senate desired a meeting, he would
gladly have made provisions for one.
He was not informed of this and.
therefo re the meetin g was
unjustified as well as unconstitutional.
.

use of his only political tool- the
. presidential veto. He apologized
several times for any communica·
tion mix-up s he may have
inadvertently caused in regards to
the disputed meeting.
He concluded by saying that he is·
always open to advice and criticism
and will continue to exercise his'
judgement as objectively as possible
·even at the risk of being unpopular·
with the Senate.
Other busines s of interes t
included announcing the newest
price increases in dorms, effective.
next semester. Fee~ for Pope,·
Wood, Scott, Shea and Durgin wiil
escalate to a new high of· $800 .'
dollars per ye~r. . The new
apartments will cost $1100 annually ..
The breakdown of these figures is
included in the main front page
article.
The debt and interest figure is.
mainly responsible for the increaseSenator s responding to that the reason given for this jump was
charge included Phil Smith,' David that the bonds on the new
Tassinari, Mike Robinson, Mike apartments were for a shorter term
McHardy, Lisa Gorman and Ann and therefore more immediately
Hackenson. The general consensus necessary.
was that there were important
The Council of Presidents of the .
issues to be covered and that a State Cllege System have approve
d .
meeting was necessary. Also, the the measure with reluctance,
cancellation notice issued by according to David Deep, Dean
of
Lamothe was taken down and many Student Life. He also stated the'
members of the Senate were issue is scheduled to go before the
confused as to whether there would State College Board of Trustees on
be a meeting.
March 16.
Lamothe emphatically stated that
The Student Advisory Council is
he felt a personality clash between presently considering a student'
the executive· and the senate has demonstration planned for the
been preventing many political March 16th meeting ofthe Trustee
s.
matter s from being handled This will protest the increase.
objectively. He pointed to tlw.
The Studen t Senate has
"'secret session", held after the.. unanimously voted to endorse this
.'
unscheduled meeting, in which his proposal and plans will be made for
"uncoo perativ e" attitud e and Bridgewater's participation ..
possib le'impe ach-!ll el)t were i
The MaSs. State Student's
discussed. This, he felt, was Association, a confederation
of
sufficient evidence of a disturbing state run universities and colleges
,;.
and crippling personality conflict.
will operate as a lobbying agency for
After much more heated the students of the state college
'..
discussion, in which the Senate system.
accus ed Mr. Lamot he ofBSC 'ssena teratif ied the MSSA's
overstepping executive boundaries. constitution~f this .meetin
g,
the Presid ent ended his becoming the 13th school to clos.e.,
presentation by defining his theory
Finally, due to the· storm and
of executive power. Briefly. he consequent cancellation of Politict'.l
r ..
stated that he was elected as Science Club fund raising activitie
s,
President presumably because his the SGA. proposed a $168.80 loan
to
judgement was held to be sound. He, the Political Science Club to pay Mr
tries to exercise this judgement as Beecher for his appearance t..
a _
objectively as possible throu~h the Bridgewater State last fall.

Do You Feel Called?
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: We would like to welcom~ stude nts and facult y to :
lour newly open ed resta urant to show our good I
I. will. We woul d like to exten d a 10% disco unt on :
: your meal .upon prese ntatio n of your colleg e •
• tD. Offer valid throu gh Marc h 31, 1978.
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Tak eou ts avai lable : 697 -314 6
Rou te 18 Brid gew ater
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. The priesth ood deman ds much generosity, sacrifice, motivation,
flexibility,
stabilit y and a 'sense of humor to which a few. are called. If you feel
that you're
trying- to become more of person of care, of faith, and willing to share
Christ' s,
word of life with people ,then you may be focusing. into the vision
of tooay's
priest.

a

For more inform ation on Priesth ood in the· Archdiocese of Boston
.•. or· if you
would like to partici pate in the Awareness Days for College Student
s at St. John's
Semin ary in Bo~ton on Thursd ay and Friday , March 9th and 10th, contact
Father
PaulW alsb or Father Cbarle s Bourkea~ the Vocation Inform ation Center,
St.
John's Semina ry, Brighto n, Ma. 02135 or cali 254-2610.
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The Flames
were visible
from T auton ...

....... "

,

: ppotos by Mike Eunice

News Editor's note: I would like to take this
opportunity· to thank some very helpful people,
who were. instrumental in the coverage of this fire.
Fir§t~.lhpn~s_.t~,}:r1Y,:J~O

very great friends and
:the Cultural Arts Editor
an'cP~ichael Eunice, Photography Editor. I would
also:like to thank Jack Duncan,·· staff member as
for their patience in trudging for: long hours through
the mess. Finally, Editor~in~Chief Robert Cote and
the rest of the production staff for their patience
with the extra long hours in preparing for this
coverage.
J.A. C.
asspQ(cites,~1(6t~rt:tobin,

6:30

by Jim Calnan, Jack Duncan and
Karen Tobin.
The month of March was violently
introduced to the B.S.C.
community with a raging blaze at
the former Agway plant on
Plymouth Street.
The Bridgewater Fire Department recieved its first call at about
5: 15 p.m. Chief Clarence Levy
announced a general alarm upon his
arrival. The fire was in a vacant
multi-story building which was
formerly owned by Agway. The
present owner is unknown. The
general alarm brought aid from
surrounding communities of, East
Bridgewater, West Bridgewater,
Brockton, Duxbury, Hanson,
Abington, Whitman, Raynham,
Taunton, Wareham, Middleboro,
Marshfield, Plimpton, Halifax,
Pembroke, Lakeville, Norton,
Hanover, and Rockland.
..'
The major concern duriong the
fire was the proximity of the
Independent Nail. factory,
McNeeland Oil and Smudio's
Liquor Store. All the buildings were
watched by firefighters and police,
no problems were encountered.A
water curtain was created between
the Agway . building and the
Independent Nail Co.In an interview, Bridgewater Fire
Chief Clarence Levy stated that an
estimate. of damage to theuilding
building could not be determined at
this time. He also estimated that
approximately two hunndred

firefighters were involved in the
operation. Cause of the fire is
unknown and is being investigated
by the State Fire Marshal's office.
Water pressure was an apparent
problem during the fire and Chief
Levy also said there were no
injuries.
The Bridgewater community was
effected by the fire in various ways.
The area surrounding the fire
suffered a loss of power for several
hours. The roads, due to the water
utilized in fightefighting the fire,
becam2 very icy. The town water
pressure was also a major
inconvience.
B.S.C. students encountered
several minor problems. There
existed a pressure problem with
water fountains and some students
had to dodge fire embers while
crossing the bridge over the railroad
tracks. Students were stranded in
the Student Union Sub Shop until
9:20 p.m. when they were finally
allowed to leave. However it was
announced shortly afterward that
"I-~~uri1l Ave.couJd nolonger btl. driven
'upon, due "to. icing conditions.
.' Our Iheartfelt thanks and .
r;ongratulatiof.lsto :. the fine· work
done· by our fine Bridgewater Fire
Dept. And special thanks to the
number of other great fire depts.
who gave a helping hand when it was
$0 badJubadly needed.
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5:15 First alarm is sounded' c,s th"e bl~;e'
. begins... 5:30 Bits 0/ debris begin to fall ...
5:45 Fire engulfs one section of the Agway
Building... 6:00. Flames burst through' the
roof... 6:15,;:Thf?building. is .completely
en'velope the building... 6:30 Structural
collapse begins...

6:15
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THEARTS

"MOON HEIST" is coming
-_._-.
The Bridgewater State CoUege
Children's Theatre wiUpresent an
original space fantasy, "Moon Heist"
for the general public on Saturday,
March 11th at 2 p.m. in the Student
Union Auditorium, Tickets are 75¢
for individuals and 45q: for groups of
20 or more.
The play was written by Professor
Robert J. Barnett, Director of thf~
Division of Creative Arts at
Bridgewater State College. This is
Professor Barnett's second
children's play to be performed at
the college; the first being th(~
musical, "King Cole and the Countr\J
Witches," which has recently bee~l
published. Mr. Barnett is also
directing "Moon Heist." Donna
Luther, a 1974 graduate of
Brid~ewater State College, is
servmg as Assistant Director and
Stage Manager. She currently
teaches music in the East
Bridgewater Elementary Schools.
Professor Dorothy Pulsifer, of the
Art Department at Bridgewater
State College is designing the
colorful sets and costumes of the
future.
Included in the cast are Richard
Camuso and Tony MastroriUi as Jay
and Jay Jay Jeans, Sally Richardson
and Matthew Reilly as Jo and Jo Jo
Jones, Dave Nadell and Donald
jCapen as Bo and 80 80 Bambino,
'and Laurie Como and Chris
, Beaudoin as Toe and Toe Toe Tully.
.• Also, Brad Craven, Laurie Sindone,
Narci Miles and Richard Putney as .
the Red, Pink, Purple and Green

by Gil Bliss
New Times (magazine) has taken note of Representative Morris Udall
{an Arizona Democrat} who they say is the first Congressman to make a
speech without putting his audience to sleep.
Maybe it's because Udall cracked jokes like this one: According th
Udall, HEW Secretary Joseph Califano's Anti-smoking crusade "is
beginning to take effect, particularly among the young." Udall said he
was visiting "The Apple," a Washington disco recently and noticed a
group of young people. who were obviously trying to cut down on
cigarette consumption. "All evening," Mo said, "they passed a single
cigarette from one to the other." The Udall asked the folks to be serious,
saying he'd "tried BilIyBeer arid thought it tasted kind of peculiar." So
Udall said hesent it toa laboratory to have it analyzed. The-reprt came
backsaying~"Dear Sir, Your house may be suffering from diabetes."
Since the release of "Star Wars" and "Close Encounters of the Third
Kind," a lot more Americans will not only be seeing UFO's, but some will
be lucky enough to get a ride on one. But ?ill this intergalactic traveling
,; presents some problems, since there aren't too many travel guides for
UFO tours. Consequently, Glenn Collins of the New York Times has
come up with a few, simple suggestions for those of you who are planning
to board a UFO this year. Collins warns that comfortable-walking shoes
are the most important item for intergalactic travel. He also suggests that
space travelers pack only one suitcase and take along easy-care clothing.
Passports are not required and tipping aboard alien spacecrafts is usually
considered a no-no. He also warns that traveler's checks will not be
accepted, but parking is usually ample and gift buying's a joy. since
Congress has yet to pass any duties on extraterrestrial gifts.
By now many people know that back in 1963, Batty and Barney Hill
were apparently briefly abducted and examined by alien- beings-- a tru~
close encounter of the third kind. And many also know that Betty and
Barney, while under hypnosis, seperately recalled the details. of their
experiences inside the alien spaceship. But not many know the one piece
of information learned by Betty that more than any other, helped to
establish the authenticity of their encounter. In a copyrighted story the
New. York Times reports that under hypnosis Betty recalled lookingat a
star map, and said she was told the map showed the trade routes and
exploratory routes taken by the UFO. She then drew the map, which
was later published in a book. A 28 year old teacher named Marjorie Fish
was intrigued, and began searching through astronomical catalogs in
search .of the star pattern. After more than a year, most of the stars had
beeD tentatively identified. But a key star that would haVE
completed the pattern was not where .Betty.. seid it Was. It turned o.ot,
however, that the distance and angular _data on this star were listed
incorrectly in the catalogs at the time. Betty Hill was not mistaken-- the
-catalogs were. And when a corrected catalogue was published a few '
years later, Fish was immediately able to complete the pattersn exactly
as drawn by Betty Hill, The mi~sing star had not even been listed in 1964,
when Betty Hill drew the mao.;
-- Is~.an ali;n spac~ p;tibe orbiting the earth, monitoring our broadcasts
and transmitting them back to its home planet? Such is the theory
advanced by Professor Ronald Bracewell, in an attempt to explain
mysterious echoes first encountered 50 years ago. A copyrighted article
in the New York Times explains that people experimenting with shortwave transmissions around the world in 1928 noticed that after a brief
delay. their transmissions were coming back to them, three to 15 seconds
later. Scientists were intrigued, but the phenomenon was not
understood, and faded into obscurity, But.in 1960 Dr. Bracewell, a radio
astronomer at Stanford University, wrote an article suggesting that the
most efficient means of exploring the universe would be with robot
probes. And he speculated that "such a probe may be here now, in our
solar system, trying to .make its presence known to us." It signals would
appear to be echoes. Duncan Lunan, a serious student of astronomy,
was ntrif$ued by Bracewell's speculation, and explored the possibility
that the variable delays in the echo were a coded message. He plotted the
delays on a graph, and came to the conclusion that the code represented
a map of the contellation Bootes 13,000 years ago, presumably the time
the probe arrived here. Anthony Lawton, however, a fellow of the Royal
Astronomical Society, has a different explanation altogether. After two
years of research, he says that the echo effect is simply caused by radio
waves slowing down as they pass through variable and highly ionized gas
clouds on their way into outer space. Ohpshaw.
New Times (magazine) is reminding its readers· that the Soviet
satellitE!, Cosmos 954, was not the first hot object to fall out ofthe sky.
Last winter, William McCarthy, a Wakefield, New Hampshire farmer
and his family discovered what they described as a "one-foot cube, (black
object) with a dull finish; .." melting the ice on their pondl even though the
outdoors temperature was near zero .. Within a few hours, the object had
thawed all the 18-inch-thick ice· within a 40-foot circle. And several state
investigators recorded positive radioactive readings in the area. Two
weeks iater, the family's _German Shepherd, Rex, who had been nosing
around the black object, got very sick. He died shortly thereafter, and a
veterinarian who performed an autopsy on Rex said he found the dog's
intestines "full of blood, ... and a: blackberry jam-like substance." Now,
year later, local officials are denying that a black object was ever found on
McCarthy's pond and say the positive radioactivity readings were due to
" faulty Geiger counters~ The officials, by the way, are still operating under
a gag order from the New. Hampshire Governor's office, and are
forbidden to talk about the strange incident.
Scientists are now saying that the concept of a Supreme Beingis now
more scientifically believable than it used to be. Robert Jastrow, head of
the US Institute for Space Studies, saidthis week that recent discoveries
have convinced-more scientists that the universe was created from. a
single, hot dense mass. Consequently, Jastrow said, the idea that God
created the universe is just as plausible as any other theory on how the
world began. For the question obviously posed is,. where did the
hot, dense mass come from? Any scientific answer seems to create yet.
another question in its place. Jastrow, who was speaking before the
annual convention of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, described himself as an agnostic, or someone who is not certain
whether God exists.
.
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Dave Greene (Right) as are the Earth Children Laurie Como (sitting Left)
and Sally Richardson (Right)

Leaders from Sayzar, respectively. , all students the opportunity to work
In addition, Dave Greene, Cheryl on all aspects of the production,
Potvin, Laurie Miller, Greg Cobbett, including set construction, painting,
Peter Gay, Elizabeth Sheppard, publicity, and many other areas.
Robin Silva and Roberta Fineberg
Information and reservations for
as "Moon People", and Julie
"Moon Heist", the Children's
Glauben, Mary Pio, Casey Jones Theatrt2 Eleventh Production, can
and Di.ane Lalli as "Little People."
be obtained by calling 697-8321,
The entire cast is also involved In Extension 213 or 247. Tickets are
course entitled Topical Studies in now on sale in front of thE
Children's Production which gives Bookstore.

Calendar;
Events Outside the
Bridgewater Area

Current
Eqqus in the upstairs theatre of the Trinity Square Repertory

Company, Providence, RI through March 12. Performances are Tuesday
through Sunday at 8 p.m~ For information and reservations, call 351-4242.

Current American Buffalo in the downstairs theatre of the Trinity Square

Excitable Boy is· filled with the Reperatory Company, Providence, RI through March 12. Performance
weird and funny lyrics of Warren Tuesday through Sunday at 8 p.m. For information, call 351-4242.
Zevon. Fine lead vocals by Zevon .Current
and excellent backing vocals . by
the Little Foxes by Lillian Hellman _at the Lyric Stage Company, 54
Linda Ronstadt,Jennifer Warnes, Charles St, Beacon Hill, Boston, through April 1. Wednesdays and
Karla Bonoff and The Gentleman Fridays at 8 p.m, Saturdays at 5 and 8:30. Call 742-8703 for further
Boys(including Jacks~n Browne information.
and J.D. Souther). Guest Lurrent
The Black Dyad II will be performed at The Peoples Theatre, 1253
appearances by John McVie and
Cambridge
St., Inman Square, Cambridge through April 8.
Mick Fleetwood. Distinct
production by Browne and Waddy Performances are Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $3.50. For further information, call 492-2439-.
Watchel. Rating A
Curre~
~

Fourteen New England Photographers, an invited exhibition of
The blurb in ~the trade magazines
reads as follows:" Any other guitarist approximately 120 photographers can be seen at the Museum of Fine
would take a two-record set to do Arts, Boston, through April 16.
what Frank Marino does .. .live". Current
Rembrandt: Scenes from the Life of Christ,"'an exhibition of 20
Marino flipped out on acid once and
etchings and dry points depicting passages from the New Testament is
dreamed he was Hendrix. The only
on display at the Museum of Fine ARts, Boston through April 19.
h
reason t is live disc is a single ~~~
The Monarchs of Europe, an exhibit of original signed documents
pocket LP is because no one in their
right mind would buy two records from the years 1490-1945 Mayer Memorial Library, 771 Commonwealth
w 0 r tho f t his t r ash. P 00 r Ave., Boston (Boston University through April 30).
production, fair performance. Current
Laser Magic, a laser cO!lcert, and Love light, an original three-act laser
Rating: The Foot
musicaI
can be seen at the Charles Hayden Planetarium at Boston's
The Tubes are one of the most
avant-garde bands around. Their Museum of Science. Laser Magic is performed 10 times per week:
unusual style is showcased on What Thrusday at 8:15 and 9:30, Friday at 9:30 and 10:45, Saturday at 5:30, 8:15,
Do You Want From ... Liue.Included 9:30 and 10:45 and Sunday at 5:30 and 8:15. Love light. is performed are favorites like "Don't Touch Me Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday at 7,p.m. Tickets: Thursday, 2.25; all
There", What Do You Want From other performances $3.00. For further information call 723-4586.Life" and the classic 'White Punks Current
The New England Conservatory's Piano Faculty Recital series
on Dope"(Quay Lude's Favorite}.
Very weir produced. Overall quality ~presents Lois Shapiro at 8 p.m. in Jordan Hall. Admission is free.
March 5
is good. Rating B
Jackson Browne's Running· On . Bob Weir and Doucette at fhe Paradise, 967 Commonwealth Ave.,
Empty was recorded onstage, on Boston, 7:30 and 10:30 p.m. Tickets $5.50 in advance, $6.50 day of the
buses and in various Holiday Inns. show at box office, ticketron, out,of-town, Strawberries, and Open
The material.included is almost. all Door.
Chris Hillman at the Paradise, 967 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, 7:30
new (excepffor a clever version of
i
"Stay") and is a good mix of soft p.m. Tickets: $3.50. at . box office, Tkketron, Out-Of-Town,Strawberries,
and
Open
Door.
.
rock. Muscianship is great featuring
March 6 Brown{~ and The Section. A very
_Lecture-- Mel Blanc, voice of 8ugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Porky Pig and
unusual album. RatingBDouble Liue/Gonzo is the newest many others will present a slide, voice and sound show as part of the
Boston University Distinguished Lecture Series. Admission is one dollar.
release from Motor City madman,
Ted Nugent. Nugent classics like 7:30 p.m. at B.U. Morse Auditorium, 602 Commonwealth Ave., 80ston.
March 7
"Cat Scratch Fever", "wang Dang
LbU Reed at the Paradise, 967 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, 9:30 and
Sweet Poontang and "the -Great
10:30
p:m: Tickets $5.50 in advance, $6.50 the day of the show at the box
White Buffalo" are included in this
office, Ticketron, Strawberries, and Open Door.
two-record set. Superb heavy metal
March 7
guitar work by Nugent. Fantastic
"Buds, Beasts, and Flowers-," a program of poetry and prose delivered
production. The sound quality is
by Princess Grace of Monaco and Richard Paxco of the Royal
unreal( complete with the s ,)unds
Shakespeare Company, through March 8 at the Loeb Drama Center, 64
of M--80's going. off over the
~~attle St., Cambridge, Ma. (864-263~)
perforn.ler.sheacis) .. Rating B
I
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Th e En sem ble Th eat re
wis hes to ma ke the following
imp orta nt ann oun cem ent :
~1 he Ho rac e Ma nn
Pro du e t ion s 0 rig ina II Y
sch edu led ,F eb.2 3 & 24 hav e
bee n c han 9 e d t 0 '
'.

Story by Edward Albee, H a.m. in the Horace Mann

~~~i~c;;i~m. Free!

The Zoo Story by Edward Allbee, 8 p.m. in the Horace Mann

Auditor ium. Free.
March 3

Sammie Hayner at the Chamel eon Coffeeh ouse, 8:30 p.m.
march 7
A slide talk on "West Africa" present ed by Reed Stewart , Associa
te
Profess or of Anthrop ology and beograp hy at Bridgewatr State College
.
7:30 p.m. at the Bridgew ater Public L i b r a r
y.·March 9
Openin g of BSC Childre n's Theatre Product ion of Moon Heist It
will
be perform ed on Saturda y, March II at 2 p.m. in the S.U. Auditor
ium.
Tickets are 7Sq:.
I

"Zo o Sto ry"
Per form anc e
On Friday, March 3, plan to
find yourself a member of the
audien ce in Horace Mann
Auditorium as th~ BSC Ensemble
Theatre presents Its latest Horace
Mann Production, "The Zoo Story"
by Edward Albee. The free
perform ance take~ place at 8 p.m.
We say plan to find yoursel fthere

ZO O STO RY
DAN CE SHO W
-- TODA Y 11 am Mar ch 30. - .8 pm
Ma rch 3 8 pm Mar ch 31 8 pm be~auseifyouk~owanyt.hingofthe
.

Ho rac e Ma nn Audletort·um

iI.__~••_________•••________iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.liliiiiii~iiiiliiiiiilii__Iiii'- ---"
"'"

scnpt, or Albee 5 work In general, .
it's somethi ng you can't miss. This
play, a story of contact and people
reaching out, casts John Richards
as Jerry and Paul Healy as Peter. It
has been directed by Steven Martin.
So, if Friday night you're
wondering what to do with your
evening, treat yourself to an
evening of theatre. Invite your
friends to come along with you! See
you at 8!

Da tin g
Ga'me
Re sul ts
by Diane Doucett e

"

.

Co min g of age in Teq uila me ans lea rni ng'
two ver y illl por tan t thil lgs ....
how to hol d up YOUl-- jea ns wit h a
Cu erv o bel t bucl{le...
and how to mix you r Ma rga rita by the
.Cu erv o pitc her ful .
.
Since you're already into the taste of Cuervo Gold, you 'lllike gettin g
into these
Cuervo artifa cts:
'
The Jose Cuervo Belt Buckle in pewte r tone metal. One size fits any belt;
$2.5Q.
The Jose Cuervo Marga rita Pitcher. A roomy potter y pitche r (guaranteed
lead
free) that holds manly-size P9rtz"ons; $4.99.
To have either, fill out the coupon below and send it off to our A11~erican
hacienda.

----I
r-

-- -- - .,

MAIL TO: Cuervo Buckle/ Pitcher Offer

P.O. Box 11152
Newington, Conn. 06111

Please send me the following:
Jose Cuervo Belt Buckle
@$2.50 each
Jose Cuervo Margar ita Pitcher
@ $4.99 each

I
I
I
I
I
I Cuervo. The Gold stan dard since 1795.·
Quantity

Amount

Thta1$_ _

Name_·_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____

Address _ _ _ _ _..--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City._ _ _ _ _ State,_ _ _-'-Zi p,--- --

Offer good in the Continenta l United States. except
where
prohibited or licensed. Allow 6 weeks for delivery. SupplyStates
limited; offer
expires April 30, 1978. Connectic ut residents add 7% sales
tax.

L.

I.

I
I
I
I

-I

---------------------CUERVO ESPECIAL®TEQUILA, 80 PROOF. IMPORTED AND BOTTLED
BY © 197B HEUBLEIN. INC,. HARTFORD. CONN.

I
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Parading onto the glittering stage
of the Student Union Auditorium
the first three bachelo rettes
(Majo rie Andra de, Karen
McFadyen, Susan Tauitian) were
seated and introduced. Steve Grey,
dressed in his everyday tuxedo was
the Master of Ceremo nies.
Glenn Chatter on. was up first at
bat-- trying to score. His witty
question s received some clever
respons es. Its off to the Vineyard in
Randolph for Marjorie and Glenn.
Lynn Borski was up next as she
glided out to the "beautih.~ll~/' piped
. in music of the original dating gamer.
During this segmen t we learned that
Mike Palma has a hairy chest and
Jim Nos e I Ii k e s, top t a y
backgam mon (fun facts" ,huh!). ~ut
Dave 1z20 was' Ithe lUCKY 'guy·· ,,"
winning a date totheIce Folliesw ith "
Lynne.
.
.' .
The next lucky bachelor was Jeff
Hawkins. In his Sunday best, Hawk
was his usual witty self. He had a
tough decision to make, but Carol
Hamilton, when asked to describe
Bachelo rette no, 3 (Judy Noonan )
as compar ed to fruit, was quite the
lady by describing her as a juicy red
apple-· the decision was made. Jeff
and Judy won a dinner at the Toll
House. Who knows-· maybe Judy
will be the "apple of his eye! Have
fun, but Jeff, leave your white socks
home!
-Well, they saved the best for last!
Group 4 was without a doubt, the
highlight of the evening. What a
crew· this was!· The bewildered
Helen Lessard had quite a time
makins: up her mind. Who would it
be? (Mike Condry , Steve Hakes, or
Tom Woods) . Woodsy dazzled the
audienc e with his flashy three piece
suit-- better luck next time T oml
Mike Condry thought he'd get a
, plug in for his musical career by
"singinB" a few notes from "You Are
So Beautiful"! No, it didn't get him a
date, but rumor has it that the Gong
Show had a talent scout in the
audience. If you make it. big in
Hollywood Mike, remeber where
you got your $tart. Speakin g of
Hollywood, the lucky winner was
Steve (HollywDod) Hakes. Their
date includes a trip to the Barnside·
which may never be the same again.
The audience also provided a bit
of enterta inmen t, with its
conglo merati on of hearts :
sweethe arts, broken hearts, and
ofcourse , a loud-mouthed "Hart"!
(yea Tom).
All in all, the 2nd annual Dating
Game was a success . For the
bachelo rs and the bachelo rettes,
this first date could lead to bigger
and better things. Who knows,
maybe next year BSC will hold its
first annual Newlywed Game!
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Gymnasts Add T w o Wins
Bridgewater !.tS. Albany
On February 18th, the girls gymnastics
team traveled to Albany, New York for a meet
against the State University at Albany. It was
a long ride for the team, but they still had a fine
meet despite losing 103.8 tolD1.7.
The vaulting event was close between the
two teams. Sue Ganley and Sue Moore were
the top BSC vaulters, scoring 6.8 and 6.7
respectively. Remaining top scores were Jean
Laliberte (6.45) and Lynne Scott (6.0). Also
vaulting were Gail Anderson and Nora
Kenny. On the uneven parallel bars, the
BridgevJater team had an excellent day as the
three girls broke their persona! careerhigh
scores. Freshman Sandy Balduf started
things off with a score a 5. 7 routine. Sandi had
been sick, but loOks like she is now fully
recovel'ed: Andrea Haefling and Lynne Scott
were the other record breakers scoring 4.85
and 6.8 respectively. Lynne Scott was the
high BSC scorer and placed second overall in
this event. Also performing on bars were Gail
Anderson (6.2) and Sue Ganley (5.45).
The beam team appeared solid as all scores
were near the 6.0 category. First competitor
Jeanne Laliberte scored a 6.3. She was
followed by Lynne Scott 5.9, Cathy Spillane
6.55 and Nora Kenny 6.4. The last two SSC
performers were Gail Anderson 6.55 and Sue
Ganley 7.2.
Going into the fianl event, the floor exercise
SSC was down by two points. The girls'
performed well, but couldn't catch a strong
tumbling Albany team. Sue Ganley placed
first for BSC with a 7.45. Performing for
Bridgewater were Nora Kenny (6.4) Lynne
Scott (6.25) Mary Hutchins (5.25) and'Liz DE
Vida.
The team was disappointed by losing such a
close meet, but they knew they performed
their best.

Sue uantley took a tirst with a 7.85. Also
performimg were Nora Kenny 6.65 and Mary
Hutchin s 5.7 (anothe r career high). The fianl
score again SSC 107.40 and NE 105.30.
Bridgewater over Salem State

Salem
On Februar y 22 the BSC gymnastics team
won its second straight meet against Salem
State by a score ofl06.0 to 99.25. This evened
the team's season recod to 3·3. Bridgewater
outscor ed Salem on every event, starting with
vaulting. Sue Ganley led the way wioth an
8.05 vault. She was followed closely by team
mates Sue Moore and Jean Laliberte (both
with 7.5 vaults). For Jean this was a career
high and Gail Anders on with a 7.0.
On the uneven parallelbars qnce again Sue
Ganley topped the compet itors with a 7.4
routine. Co-captain Gail Anders on present ed
a solid 6.05 routine. Freshm an Sandi Balduf
execute d fine form on her 5.95 routine and
Lynne Scott and Andie Haefling each scored
4.6.
'he Bsc balance beam team really shone as
,tJ..cy outscor ed Salem 25.60 to 21.15. Cathy
Spillane capture d the overall first place
honors with a superb 7.2 routine. The next
three top scores were Gail Anders on (6.25)
~~. Sue Ganley (6.1) and Nora Kenny (6.05). Also
performing well were Jean Laliberte and
Lynne Scott.
. On the floor exercise Sue Ganley and
Lynne Scott led the scoring with 7.75 and 6.8
repectively. Freshm an Mary Hutchins
execute d a college career high score of 5.8.
This is Mary's second straight meet of
improving her persona l score. Also doing
their best were Gail Anders on, Nora Kenny,
and Liz DeVido.
.
GnD:! again a thank you is in order to
manage r Betsy Keenan and scorer Maryann
Peabod y for helping with the meets.
on the beam
Bridgewater State will hold the first annual
~-----~'"'!"'"~~~~~-~-Massac husetts State Invitational Gymnastics
the sixes were Cathy Spillane 6.4 and Lynne Meet on Sunday March
5th. This meet will
Scott.6.15~
include state colleges, Boston , Salem and
The floor exercise event proved to show Westfield, plus several
private schools. The
some excellent .performances~". A very team rotations will be
held in two sessions
spirited BSC team watched al their girls do from.12 t02:arid 3t05.
The Bridgewater team
well. G ail Anders on perform ed first, is in-the second rotation
. At 7:30 that evening
executi ng her first floor routine of the season. a finals competition
will take place. The top
Gail's effort was worth a 6.1. She was followed twelve girls from eech
event will compet e in
by Liz De Vido, who scored a persona Icareer the finals. The team would
high of 5.4. Lynne Scott showed the judges your support and thank greatly appreciate
she owned the mat with her 7.05 routine and support ed them all season.those whom have

__________________
Gail Anderson

North easte rn
Bridgewater over Northeastern
On Monday,F.epruary20tl?" the BSC gym
team E~xecuted w'inning '(o'~m by defeating
Northea stern 107.40 to 105.30. This was still
another close meet and it was not until the
third event did the Bridgewater team pull
ahead. Sue Ganley and Sue Moore led the
vaulters with scores of 7.85 and 7.55. Also
scorins: for the BSe team were Gail Anderson
(7.05) and Jean Laliberte (6.9).
'

Sue Ganley and Sandi Baldut were the top'
scores on the l,meven parallel bars with
scores of 6.85 and 6.4. For Sanqi this is
another career record. She has improved her
score with each meet. Also scoring points for
BSC were Gail Anderso n (5.9) and Andie
Haefling (4.85).
.
It was the balance beam event where BSC
picked up points. Gail Anders on and NOra
Kenny were overaH top perform ers with
scores of 6.95 and 6.85 respectively. Also In

Kiberd P h e n o m e n a l

BSC'S Pucksters have skated four games Snack Bar. However, Paul
Kelly\S question scorele ss for fourteen minutes. Howeve r,
since the last issue of the Comment, bowing was being answered in
the affirmative: Yes, . with six minutes remaining in the period the
to both Bryant College (5-3) and the the Bears are going to play
hockey! Thus, the Black Bears scored three times, ending the
University of Maine (8·2), while trouncing third"stanza saw the BSe
team skate fast and stanza BSe 1, UMaine 3.
Union" College (11·4) and upsetting West hit hard. Finally, seven.a
nd one-half minutes
The Maine team had scored their fourth
Point (7-5).
into the period the Bears scored point point before Bridgew ate{s Bob
Kirchner was
. Team captain Paul Kelly, gave an number three as Kelly
out-imlnuvered three. able to sail the puck over T orterell a's left
appropriate summation of the Bear's action Bryant skaters to come
up on the goalie shouidc~r as his slapsho t foud its way into the
on the ice, to date, while, when travelling from alone. He faked to the
right, shot left and net. While, Maine scored twice mar before
Bridgewater to Woonso ckett,R .I. for the scored his second
goal of the night the period ended.
.~
Bryant match·up, he turned to his team mates unassisted. In the remaini
ng twelve minutes
The third frame saw Bridgewater hussle.
and asked, "Hey you guys, are· we going to of the game both
teams volleyed for Again, as in the Bryant bout BSC became fast
play hockey tonight?" pausing for moment command; Bryant trying
to increase their lead and physical. And although they outshot the
he then added, "becaus~ we haven't been for and BSC aiming for .a
tie. Finally, with little Black Bears 16-12, they were held at two
a month." No response was made when his over hellf a minute left in
the period, the clock points. Maine put two more into
question was first put forth. But he was stopped awaiting a face-off
to the right of. Bridgew ater's net bringing the final tally to,
answered.
center ice.
Bridgewater pulled their Maine 8, BSe 2.
Only forty~six seconds had ticked by and goaltender, Jim Boduch ,
for a six man power
From Maine, Bridgewater travelled to
the numeral one was already lit in the Visitor play. The chance one takes
in this case is that Schen€:ctady, New York to face the
column , as sophm ore winger Jake his oppone nt may take
the
McDermott had directed a pass to Ed.Kiberd, the chance and that's what face-off.' That's Dutchm en of Union College. Finally, the
happen ed. Bryant Bears played the game that put an end to a 13
who positioned at the top of the right circle, center, John Fiorini, not
only won the face-off game losing streak. Scoring early in the first
drilled the puck past· the stunned Bryant but he put it directly on
target. Subsequ ently, period the Bears had a three point lead before
goalie.
Within six minute .Bryant had the Bears were forced to stand by
helplessly Union was able to get
retaliat ed,scor ing two points.
While as the puck drifted into the .ungaurded net. Clearly, BSC dominaone on the scorebo ard.
ted the game, firing a
Bridgewater, taking advantage of a power' making the final score
Bryant 5, BSe 3.
record- breakin g 66 shots on the Union net,
play tallied the tying point, when McDermott
At the University of Maine the Bears while Bear defense allowed
Union to fire only
set up Paut Kelly, who standing 15 feet in front suffered their second
loss of the week.
24 times on goaltender Deacon Perrotta .
of the Bryant net flipped the puck up and over Despite the score Bridgew
ater played well.
Ed Kiberd was the story of the night,
the goaltender's right leg.
Firing 2:5 shots on the U~aine net they were howeve r scoring a hattrick before
the end of
In the second frame Bryant broke the tie simply unable to get
by goalten der Jim the first period. He puftwo more by in the
scoring twice. Bringing the score to Bryant 4, Torterella.
second period and scored once in the third,
BSe 2.
The first goal of the night was scored by giving him a total of six goals·-a
double hat
Had Bridgewater been suffering from that SSC. Senior defenseman,
Steve Parker trick. Only once before has a SSC skater
same allergy which for the past month had passed to Ed Kiberd who
slipped the puck by racked up a double hat trick·-in 1971-72 Jim
kept them in the loss column. the third period the lower right corner
of the net. While a McKeo n scored six goals against Mass.
might just as well. have been spent at .the ... ~Qugh "Bridge\;'Jater
9~ten.s~, .1)~I9 .~.?lj!)e Maritime.

a

ECAC Rooki e of the week for
his perfor mance in the Union and
Army Games .

•

Other scorers for Bridgewater were John
Fisher, who scored an unassis ted power play
goal in the first period, as well as, Jackie
Hynes, who fired a slaps hot from the top of
the right circle that whizzed by Union's
goaltender.
Bob Kirchner depOSited a pass from ·Jake
McDerm ott into the net in the second frame.
Also, Dan Mark scored point number ten for
the Bears, assisted by Pete Lucia and Rich
Parkes. While, defense manTo mmy Heaney
scored his first goal as a Bear when he let go a
shot from the center of the left circle that flew
into the net. Assists were credited to.

cant. pg. 11
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Aqua-Bears Finish
The BSC's men's swim team close out its
1977-78 dual meet season last Saturday at
Central Connecticut State College. The BSC
Aqua-Bears faced a large squad that has
begun to come on as the season winds down.
They also faced URI at Kingston.

The team suffered one of their worst
defeats at the hands of Amherst College
Saturday February 18 by a score of 75·17.
Due to illness, the squad was nearly at half
strength.
Mass. State Meet
Performing in their last dual meet for BSC
last Saturday was Co-Capt. Steve Money,
and seniors Russ Clough, Ken Curran and
The Massachusetts State College Swim
Dan Desmond. Money, Clough and Curran Mee'_ t wok place Sunday February 5th at the
have competed for the pastfour seasons and Bridgewater State College pool. This was the
have earned the respect and admiration of first swim meet sponsored by the State
their team, as well as the team's best wishes College system. The coed meet attracted 39
for the future.
contestants from Bridgewater, Mass.
Money, a physical education major from Maritime Academy, Salem State College, and
Centerville, holds SSC team records in the -Westfield State College.
to last the full eight minutes.
100 and 200 breaststroke, and is co-holder of
BridBewater dominated both men's and
John Hibert, wrestling a fine match at 167 the 800 yd freestyle relay record and the 400 women's events, which saw zbridgewater
Ibs., was edged by one point. John nursing a yd medley relay record. Clough, a biology take first place ribbons in 19 of 22 events,
bad knee, came so close to a reversa1 in the' major fTom Stoughton, was a depth man in Westfield won the men's 200 yard freestlye,
final seconds, but could not gain control.
the backstroke and freestly events. Curran. a and Mass. Maritime captured the men's 100
physical education major from Braintree, yd breaststroke.
The Bridgewater women finished first in all
The 177 Ibs. contest was taken by John performed in the freestyle sprints and
Angelini. John, guarding a 10-3 record, butterfly,and occasionally n the backstroke, women's events, however the Salem- and
defeated Brown's Roy Topitt to boost his breatstroke,and individual medley .. Desmend Westfi~dd women provided the BSe women
season's victory list to 11. John, in complete a physical education ma;orfx:omNorth with sornevery good races.
control throughout the match, dominated Andover. competed in the distance freestyle, The meet was termed a success because it
with a score of 7-1.
events.
offered the opportunity for wimmers from
John Naduomy, representing Bridgewater.
The team,. currently sporting a three and ,Stae Col\eges not currently sponsoring
in the 190 lb, weightdass. came.up with the five record, has suffered through many teams to cmpete among each other..... .
&~~~~~~~~~~~~~ti~~~~@~~~~~~ili~W~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~m~WWlli~~~
in the third period, was able to come from

Wrestlers Drop
Brown
, On Saturday, Febraury· 18, the forces of
Division I, Brown University, overtook the
Bears ill ridden squad. Bridgewater,
hampered by the flu, was'forced to forfeit 24
team points of the consequences, the
skeleton crew was dropped 33-12.
Noel Larabee, fighting for a taste of victory,
found his shoulder blades exposed, suffering
a fall. Mike Sardina, facing his fifth leg wrestler
of the season, found himself trapped in an
, inescapable hold.·
Bridgewater's upper weight classes pulled
through by achieving. twelve team points.
Roger Trembly, coming from behind,
&~~~~~~M~l~~a~~~
appeared that Roger was on his way to a

to

:::::j:f:~~:~:;~~:t~~:;:gM:~::~;:~*~~~:~~~g~h~:~:f::~~:~t~~::8::~:~~~~~::;~~::~~~::~:~~if:;::~:~~::~~~:~~~::~:::::~::::~~
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Bears this year. Fired up from- their Union'
victory Bridgewater played a furious, hardhitting .game. of hockey. Bear scoring giant,
Kirchner _and McDermott:
Their (7-5) def~at of West. Point (Army) has
got to be the blggest achlevement for the
from Oshawa, Ontario, Ed Kiberd, again put
the first Bridgewater point on the board.
Kiberd, standing directly in front of the net
guided the puck from sophmore, Jake
McDermott into the net. Point number two
.came from Bob Kirchner, Shooting from the
~op of the right circle slammed a slapshot into
the net. Army was able to score once before
the period closed.
.
Dan Mark widened the lead to two, scoring
early in the secon period. But, West.Point
was not about t().r~tr~~~R~gath.ering thilir
forces they scored twice before the end ofthe

problems this yerar, the most severe being a
shortage of manpower, However,there
remains an air of optimism for the future, as
the teclm looks fmward to help from next
years freshmen and transfer classes.
The team will close"' out the season as
several members journey to Springfield
Colleg~ to compete in the 59th annual New
England Intercollegiate Swiming Association
Championships, March 2nd, 3rd and 4th.

stanza to tie the game at three apiece,
Freshman from Haverhill Mass. Chuck '"
Emery is responsible for. b;eaking the tie.
Standing to the left of the goal at the inner
edge of the circle, Emery, receiving th puck
from' Rich Parkes drove a slapshot to the
goalie's left and into the net. It was Chuck's
first college career goal. Paul Kelly scored the
fifth goal of the night and Jake McDermott
rallied forthe sixth. Kiberd scored the final
BSC goal, his second of the night, unassisted.
West Point was able to score twice during the
period, making the final score BSe 7 Army 5.
Jim Boduch played an excellent game for the
Bears, stopping Army's 38 shot on net.
The Icemen played their final game of the
season against Bryant Tuesday, losing (9-5h
A summary of that game as well as the season'
wrap-up will be in the next issue.

Memorial Race for
Quitadamo

Dear Sports Editor,
Could the enclosed article appear
in this weeks edition of the paper? I
am a "77' graduate of BSC, trying to
organize . a memoraial road race (5
miles) for Bob Quitadamo who died
last Nov. of Leukemia. The publicity
from your newspaper would be most
helpful.
If you don't understand what I'm
doing~ ask some of your workers to
explain. I saw some of th*:m while I

was at your office last Thurdsday
A.M. looking for a picture of Bob.
Thank you for helping,
Kathleen Parker
38 Hobson STReet
Springfield, MA On09
Bob Quitadamo"Memorial Road
Race
Coming Sunday, April 9
Watch for upcoming signs!

HEY •••
TONY MANERO!

T rack Highlights· IMjREC

They're teaching
all
those dances you and
Stephanie did in

"SATURDAY "IGIIT FEVER"
AT THE

by Elaine Martin
MEN'S/WOMEN'S/COED SLOWThe BSe ~omen's winter track team ~et The final race was the one mile relay with
PITCH SOFTBALL
so~e of theIr opponen~s f?r the up-commg Vicki Klenk, Karen Fleming, Carol Roberts,
Begins
the week of April 3, 1978. Allrosters
spnng season at an InvItational meet held at and Elaine Martin coinciding to display the
must
be turned into the IM/REC
Amherst College .. t?i~ past Friday nig.ht. success of team effort.
Coordinator (109 Kelly) no later thaan 4pm.
Alt~ough an unofficIal meet, competmg "The Skipper" (otherwise known as Coach
Wednesday, March 29th, NO LATE
. agamst Yale, U. Mass., Hoill Cross, U. Arnold) was pleased with the girls
ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED!!!
COnI:ectlcut, Amherst Coll~ge, and Ver:montperforrnance and now knows the weak points
15 players may be on a roster. You may be
provided a ~eat o~po~t~nIty for the girls to that nc;!ed improving. Many may consider
on only ONE roster, i.e. jf yOU are playing on
measul:e their. own mdlvldual progress. , ., running as an individual sport, but the
amen's or won en's team, you may not also
BSC S spnnters Patty Dever?ux, VI~kll support and inspiration. shared among the
play on a coed team and vise-versa.
Klenk, and Mary Johnson ran Impressmg BSC women's track team offers a winning
All intercollegiate baseball/softball
times in the 45 yard dash. Vicki Klenk has an argume~t.
players
are ineligible.
innate running ability that allows her to run
An $8.00 forfeit fee must accompany an
ariy distance, from a 45 yard dash to a five mile
rosters if your team wishes to be scheduled.
race, and finish in a winning place. Her 6.0
time in the 45 yard· dash secured her first
. WOMEN'S POWDERPUFF FOOTBALL
place position. Sprinter Patty Deveraux's
Begins week of April 3, 1978
dedication tn practice paid off as she easily.
All rosters must be turned into the IM/REC
took second place with a 6.3 time.
Coordinator no laterthan4pm on Tuedday,
Shot putters Karen Wilson, Janice Knox,
The BSe track team has begun. its
March 28th
.
and Elaine Levessque performed well against preseason workouts this week in preperation
NO
LATE
ENTRIES
WILL
BE
ACCEPTED.
the competition along with Linda Clough, the for the upcoming season.
An $8.00 forfeit fee must accompany all all
team's high jumper.
This year's team is under the direction of
entries .in order for your team· to be
After recently recuperating from the flu, Liz new coach Ed Lussier. Coach Lussier is
scheduled:
Pitts recaptured her running stlye as she former Providence College standout who has
sailed across the hurdles with her usual ease. participated in many presitgous meets. He
REMEMBER ...
Carol Hobert quarter mile runner, displayed has coached track at Dighton~Rehoboth High
The
Campus-wide basketball. free-:throw
her strong running style as· she ran a neck-and I School and T-aunton High; helping Taunton
contest
is being held in the Kelly main gym
-neck race with some of the best runners in achievE~ the status of third best indoor team in
on Tuesday, March 7th between 7:30 and
New England. Karen· Fleming, running the the state this winter.
9pm. No entry roster required. Men and
half-mile race for the first time ever,
Optimism engulfs this year's track. Antone
women individuals and men anc;i women 4performed an outstandsing feat as she strided who is interested in participating is strongly
man team are invited to shoot their best out
past many experienced runners.
urged to meet in the lobby of the Kelly
of 25 consecutive tries. The winners in each
Elaine Martin's performance in the one mile Gymnasium at 2:45 of any weekday. BE
division will receive 1M Championship T
race has dilluted her mother's dream of "her. PREPARED TO RUN.
shirts. Men and womenintercollegiete
little girl becoming a track star." Marcia
If you are unable to attend but still
basketball players are inelibgible.
Benoit's endurance paid off as she ran twenty- interested, contact either Tom Woods or
Candy Kendall
·one times around the track to finish a two mile Russ Carr, ext. 356; Scott Hall.
.
,
,
.l,09,Kell
ext. 28
race in second place.

Men's' Track

a

M

PATRICIA KASETI
DANCE STUDIO
1696 Central St., Stoughton

344-9443 583-1814
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Off-Court With Skalaski .
.
and Daniels
by Dennis Heenan

the success of the team to their tremendous
attitude which they exhilerated thoughout the
whole season. "Really good attitude this year,
this· was really important to our teams
success" , stated Jack "our attitude this year
was just super" said Doug '1 feel it really
helped out a lot, attitude is a big part of the
game when you're playing a game like
basketball." Many of the teams we've played
against had more overall talent than us, but
they did 'nt have the proper winning attitude.
You re:ally have to have a positive attitude

This past week the Bridge\.\!ater Bears
varsity Basketball team closed out a most
succes:5ful 1977-78 basketball season. The
season ended with a stunning 72-70 upset
over a very strong and talented Framingham
State Squad.
Playing in their final game for the Bears
were the two senior Co-Captains, Doug
Daniels and Jack Skalski.

coach and still remains in contact with the
team".
"Coach Knudson wants to be in there as
much as he can," added Jack. He didn't want
to just give up on the team".
Both players agreed that the future outlook
is very promising "with kids like Terry Riley,
Mike Boyle, Mike Henry, Billy English,
coming back they're sure to be a winner.
_ "They've been playi_ng}qgether for two
years, I think they'll be even better than this

The 6 foot 4 inch Daniels hails from
Medfield Mass, where he starred in b o t h l l l l ! · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...
basketball and track. In his junior year he was
fortunate enough to play on a team which was
good enough. to advance to the finals in
Division II. He was also Co-Captain of the
track team_

Coach Knudson wanted to be
In
there as much as

Also at 6 feet 5 inches weighing in at an even
200 .pounds, Jack Skalski, also played two'
sports at St. Mary's High School in Lynn.
During the winter months he was a two year
starter for St. Mary's hoop team, and in the
spring he played first base for the baseball
team receiving the teams M. V.P for his efforts
senior year.
------~.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - going into games, or your you may as well not
year's team. "Along with this year's starters
Both men decided to continue their play at all. This along with a high degree of
there will be competition for the fifth spot.
education as well as their athletic careers at dedication, is a tremendousdous part of the
Players like; Percy Cook, Jimmy Porrell,
sse. The bespectacled Daniels is a Special games feel.
Barry Mansell, Tom Loeffler, Jim Billings and
Education Major, while Skalski chose
Mike Brennan, should all be a tremenddous
Physical Education as his major field of study.
Neither player felt that anything should force in the season to come," added Jack.
Both atheletes have been playing varsity have been changed during the season. But
"Even some of our J.V. players will help out a
basketball since their sophmore years, after Skalski did add that he would have liked to
lot next year, continued Doug, Steve
one year experience at the J.V. level.
. have seen more playing time.
Seymour and Chris Parker will both be vying
for the center position,"But they'll be in for
Coaching Change
some stiff competition against veteran Slim
Doug, who is well respected by hi:.
teamate~ and apposing players, as a
Billings. In closing, both players wished to
reboundmg and defensive specialist, has been
During the course of the season the team extend the very best of l)lck to ~next year's
a three year starter for the Bears. Jack did experience a coaching change. Head team. "They'd better beat Boston State next
Skalski a strong player off the bench is known Coach Tom Knudson had to sit out the year," shouted Jack. '1'm very pleased to
as the: teams "rejector". Against Mass. remainder of the season due to the fact that have had the chance to play for B.S.C." added
Maritime this past Saturday Jack had a he is on subbatical leave of abscence. Doug. '1 never would have the ability to play
phenomenal 12 blocked shots. He is also a Assistant Coach Barney Ross took control of any Division n ball. I an very pleased to have
strong rebounderbringingdown 20 against the coaching reigns and the team has never had thE~ opportunity."
Maritime.
looked back.
Culminated withthe fact that the team is in
Doug felt .that "There is'nt really that much
the· process of recruiting for future years, it
Both men ha0e done afin~ job this year as of a difference between the two coaches".
Co-Captains leading our Bears to a They'vl3 been coaching together so long that looks as though next year's team will be even
respectable 16-9 record good enough for a everything Coach Knudson taught rubbed off more €!xciting than this past season's team.
high ranking in Division III.
on Barney. Both Coaches have done a Many good ball players are very interested in
·coming here ,If added Doug. So it looks as
Both men seemed very satisfied with the tremendous job.
though Bridgewater State may be in the
teams performance this season. Doug stated
There have been various rumors process of building a basketball power.
that he was satisfied in many ways. The past
few seasons the teams have always been. circulating the campus the past few weeks
about Coach Knudson still coaching the team
All of this however lies in the future. For this
mediocre compared to this years.
Jack went on to explain that the team has while on sabbatical "this isn true" said Doug. past season's performance the fans of B.S.C.
improved a lot. "We have a lot more talent "Barney is our head Coach, Coach Knudson Basketball would like to thank you. Doug
t}1anlast years team". Both players attribute· is a very dedicated and a very hard working Daniels and Jack Skalski, for a job well done.

possible

Jack Skalaski

I

'ISkalaski and Daniels

SPECIAL INVITATION MESSAGE TO
THE STUDENTS AT BRIDGEWATER STATE
A

.'SPARE PARTS
WBSC- T.V.

IS HERE
ON STUDENT UNION CLOSED CIRCUIT T.V.

FROM

One JtePahead

We are extending to STUDENTS ONLY,·
an incredible 'price on our genuine
OFFER

EXPIRES
APRIL 1, 1978

FL YlNG PIZZA
Telephone 697·d631
,
\Bridgewaterdeliuery only
5:00-11:00

CORDUROYS.

Now YOU can buy first Quality Cords for ONLY $11.99
COME IN and present your Student I.D.Card.,
We've got all sizes and colors in' stock:
WHAT'S the REASON? Well- we want you to
become acquainted with our store and know
the popular BRAND NAMES we carry, specializing
in ATHLETIC &·LEISUREFOOTWEAR and JEANS.

One /tep ahead TWO LOCATIONS -

West Side, Brockton
Bridgewater

